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The Plain 
Oxford UK

“I think a lot of people 
recognize that the traffic 

circulation around The 
Plain where there's buses, 

cars, lorries or cyclists”
did not work terribly well

(Decision-maker)



The Plain 
Oxford UK

“There have been 35 
accidents involving cyclists 

in the last five years” 
(County Council summary 

report )

“In Oxford I do ride my 
bike, but I become very 
aggressive, it brings out 

the worse in me”
(Elderly woman)



The Plain roundabout 
Oxford UK
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Goals of the scheme

• Attract more cyclists

• Increase safety

• Part of Cycle City Ambition Grants 2013
• UK coalition government commitment to promote cycling nationally

• Funding: 42m£, extended to 114m£

• 1m£ allocated to The Plain, City of Oxford

• Oxford considered cycling town (20%)
• Patchy network but high student population
• ‘Critical case study’



Redesign 
completed

Sept 2016

“What we’re going to do 
for the cyclists is to give 
them a bit of cycle lane 
spaces as it comes up to 

the junction”



Design – Sept 2016
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Research question

In the case of The Plain “cycle safety enhancement” scheme …
… what prevented experimenting with cycle tracks?

Cost: 1m£



Cycle track

Cycle lane

Shared 
carriageway

Cycle path

Terminology



When to put in cycle tracks?
The Copenhagenize Bicycle Planning Guide Danish Best Practice

10-30km/h No 
Separation
40km/h Painted
Lanes
50-60km/h Curb 
Separated Lanes
70-130km/h Fully 
Separated by a 
Median
Bi-directional only 
off-street
Lane or track always 
on the right side of 
parked cars



When to use put in cycle tracks?
UK Sustrans Handbook for Cycle Friendly Design

For low traffic and low 
speed environment



The Art of Roundabouts
’Dutch’-style protected intersections



Geels 2005 
Geels 2012
Smith 2007
Bergek et al. 
2008
Smith & Raven 
2012

Innovation:
segregated cycle lanes 

and roundabouts

New regime:
Mainstream cycling 

regime

Current transport 
regime with current 

level of cycling 
provision

Incumbent: buses 
with 50% mode share

Transition
Theory
Multi-level 
perspective

Shielding

Nurturing

Empowering

Experimentation enables 
co-creation and learning



Analytical framework

Analysis

• Ambitions

• Materiality

• Institutionalisation

• Agency of actors

• Discourses
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Data collection method

• Analysis of documents
• City Cycling Grant bid material
• All design version
• Transport plans
• Infrastructure guidelines
• Media articles

• Approach inspired from 
Actor-Network Theory (ANT)

• Interviews (transcripted)
• Officers/planners (4)
• Decision-makers (2)
• Cycling advocates (3)
• Transport experts (2)
• Bus operators (1)
• Cautious cyclists (3)
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Ambitions (national)

(UK Street design guide, 
which was reproduced in 
grant guidance material)

“Move cycling to the mainstream”

“Improve quality of life”

… (Grant guidance 2013/02)
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Ambitions (local)

• Planners aspire to a “world-class” public transport and cycling 
network
• Aware that people prefer cycle tracks
• Clear about the benefits of increased cycling

“And I think we know from research on why people don't cycle.  They don't like 
being mixed up with traffic”. (Officer)

“I think as such that if a parent want to encourage their child to cycle they would 
feel much more comfortable if they knew the route is not shared in any sense with 
traffic”. (Officer)
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Materiality

• No “space” for cycle tracks
• Long and heavy double decker 

buses have wider swept paths
• Both bus and cycling vehicles 

imposed demands

“But down at the bottom end of 
Cowley Road, for instance, it's not very 
wide because it was built in Victorian 
times ..” (Decision-maker)

“If there are two large vehicles 
passing each other, they will 
necessarily go into, overlap the 
cycle lane” 

(Decision-maker)



Design – Bid 2013/04

“Bus operators were 
adamant that reducing 

the High Street approach 

from two to one lane 

should not be taken any 

further because of the 

delays that would cause” 

(Annex 6 meeting minutes 

2014/03)

“So we were very 

disappointed when I think 

for capacity reasons, the 

engineers then said well 

we’re going to have to 

back track on our bid 
(single lane entry).” 

(Cycling advocate)
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Institutionalisation

• Expertise on motorised traffic, not bicycling flows

• Safety a ‘numbers game’
• Facilities designed for ‘trained and unaccompanied 12-year-old’
• Uncertainties about costs, deliverability, safety, and even terminology
• Challenge in translating benefits of cycling into existing goals and 

performance measures

“The first question that a decision-maker would say, ‘Okay, so what's the impact going to 
be?’  So we go off and do a traffic model and look at it and we come up with an answer (..) 
So there's that cult of the expert.(..) These models always tell you it’s going to be bad.”

(Officer)

“So there is something here about the culture and the skillset that we've got within local 
transport authorities because they tend to be old school highways people, not urban space 
designers” (Senior planner)
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Discourses

• Discourses limit the possible
• Main narrative #1: unfettered motorised movement

• Modernist preference for speed, efficiency and technology

• Main narrative #2: freedom of choice
• Liberal ideas of equality and liberty, governments should not curtail individual 

liberties
• Can children, pedestrians, cyclists, cars and double-decker buses be considered 

equal?

• Deviant, marginalised narrative:  normalising cycling, sustainability, QoL..
• Network coherence and directedness requires city-scale interventions..

“But the key thing for us was that whilst we 
developed plans for improvements for cyclists and 
pedestrians, we couldn't afford to have anything 
other than a very, very small impact on traffic flows, 
particularly because it's very busy for buses.”

(Officer)

“We as councillors on this 
particular council want to offer 
people choice” 

(Decision-maker)



Agency of actors

In practice, the level of engagement 
with bus operators and cycling 
advocates differed

• Bus operators cooperate and fit with 
dominant regime discourse

• Cycling groups not a common voice 
and mismatch with dominant regime 
= marginalised

Bus
operators

Cycling advocates

Arnstein 1969

“So what I’ve never been able to understand 
is the degree to which, people in transport 
planning, whether they are lying all the time, 
whether the whole notion of consultation 
and stakeholder groups is just a joke”.

(Cycling advocate)



Best compromise
Within this scope and timeframe

“Overall, even now, I can’t see that it’s made a fundamental step change to cyclists”   
(Transport expert)

“I think it’s fair to say we did not meet the expectations of everybody”         
(Decision-maker)

“I'm not sure if it's a regret - I think maybe if there had been a bit more time, we could 
have looked at a bit more challenging way and see if we could do something radical -
it was an opportunity to be radical”   (Officer)

“..And if you were to look at this a bit more strategically, the thing you do is cut the 
traffic.  Because then if you cut the traffic, there are other things you can do”

(Cycling advocate)
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Resistance to experimentation

• Experimentation does not happen in a tabula rasa, it needs to 
take place somewhere

• Experimenting with cycling-oriented retrofitting faced 
resistance – a ‘funnel’, constrained by dominant regime socio-
technical factors
• Materiality 
• Institutionalisation
• Agency of actors
• Dominant discourses

• Experiments were limited
to small increment changes
• Solar powered LEDs..
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Ideas for successful interventions
• Successful, ‘radical’ change would require attending to “complex” factors

• Going beyond sharing best practices and quantitative analysis of traffic flows

• Materiality
• Who gets to use limited space? Issue of social justice à focus on the experience

• Institutionalisation
• It probably starts with training and hiring cycling experts in planning agencies - and 

achieving gender balance

• Agency
• Come with plans, not complaints, that connect benefits of cycling to existing goals

• Discourses
• Propose attractive and positive visions of the future to challenge technocentric, 

industry-led propositions



Thank you

questions&feedback:
yannick.cornet@erachair.uniza.sk

mailto:yannick.cornet@erachair.uniza.sk


Sustainable transport?
Our current transport system is 
unsustainable because

• It emits more than a quarter of 
the world’s energy-related CO2
• And it is growing.. 

• Transport relies 95% on fossil fuels 
• Consumes 60% of liquid fossil fuels globally

• Produces chronic traffic congestion and 
air pollution in cities worldwide

• Kills 1.27m per year - that’s equivalent to:

• In the EU, transport is 77% cars
• And also 77% of all freight is road-based

+ 18.9%

- 19.9%

X 13
Per day

See http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps and http://maps.unfccc.int/di/map/

Energy-related emissions, aggregate GHGs, Gg CO2eq
Base year 1990 – 2011 change, EU-27

http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps
http://maps.unfccc.int/di/map/
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Transition Theory

• The concept of niche is seen as a necessary playground where 
a more radical new technology can be protected from a 
mainstream regime that has neither the consumer pull nor the 
producer push to be viable from its onset
• Mainstreaming = transitioning to a new ‘regime’
• Transition processes:

Kemp et al. 1998
Smith & Raven 2012

Shielding:
Testing and protecting 

from mainstream 
selection pressures

Nurturing: 
Creating coalitions 

around shared visions 
and expectations

Empowering: 
Adapting or 

reforming institutional 
regimes
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The multi-level perspective
Niches
• Can build momentum for change

• Paradox: ”Remain niches if mismatch with existing regime” versus ”Niches are constructed in 
opposition to incumbent regimes”

• Allow for demonstration (pilot projects), which may influence broader discourse, which may 
influence legitimacy

Regime
• “Particular set of practices, rules and shared assumptions, which dominate the system and its actors”

• Incumbents have limited motivation to push things forward

• Interdependency of institutions and infrastructures creates lock-in

Landscape
• “Expression of slow changing world views and paradigms, macro-economy and material 

infrastructure, as well as the natural environment and demographics”

• Radical innovations are under-addressed in neoliberalism – not a level playing field when there is a 
regime lock-in (eg carbon lock-in)

• Changes requires pressure on the regime from the landscape level
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Experimenting with experimentation

• Shielding requires generally to setup experiments for testing 
alternative ‘niche’ solutions, making room for learning, and 
addressing socio-technical barriers
• Experiments should be judged by their ability to generate second-order 

learnings

• Sites of conflicts and controversy, experiments are where 
governance is located
• Need for giving politics a more prominent role in innovation 

experimentation processes 

• Experiments increasingly take place as part of development, repair, 
and maintenance of the city

• In practice, often isolated demonstration of new technologies 
• Rarely a means to durable institutional change or behavior change

Hoogma et al. 2002
Bulkeley & Broto 2013



Analysis

• Ambitions

• Materiality

• Institutionalisation

• Agency

• Discourses
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Analytical framework
Transition case analysis requires not only knowledge of emergent technologies or 
existing best practices, but also understanding of complexities:
• planning strategies and funding mechanisms
• assessment of costs and benefits and wider, longer-term impacts of solutions

• geographies of transport such as the inertia of the 
built environment and infrastructure lock-ins

• institutional arrangements and organisational
structures

• established industry structures and markets
• available knowledge base and dominant 

technologies in their context
• user practices, habits and preferences
• public policies, laws and regulations
• issues of competing discourses
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Resistance to experimentation

• Experimentation does not happen in a tabula rasa, it needs to 
take place somewhere
• Oxford case: very politicised and constrained urban fabric
• Must think carefully how the context enables/constrains 

experimentation

• Experimenting with cycling-oriented retrofitting faced 
resistance – a ‘funnel’, constrained by
• Materiality, inertia of the build environment, vehicle sizes and flows
• Vested interests and agency of bus operators
• Mainstream discourses around the need to sustain unfettered 

motorised mobility
• All of which is deeply institutionalised in the expertise and tools of the 

planning authority



Resistance to experimentation (old)

1. Level of ambition is high, decision-making process is informed and 
engaged, but
• Officers are dedicated to catering to all road users
• They see their role as reaching a compromise
• User hierarchy did not apply for The Plain – bus operators better involved

2. No tradition for Copenhagen-style cycle tracks
• Tradition for encouraging PT, bus flows cannot be impacted
• Planners lack tools, data and expertise on how to accommodate cycling

3. The Plain is too constrained, no time for creative solutions
• Only small scale experiment possible e.g. solar-powered LED lights

4. General underlying mindset: unfettered motorized movement 
• Reducing car flows on wider network is also out of scope
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Unfettered motorized movement

Automobility

Shift to bus

1963

1980s

2012
(Poynton)

Oxford 2015
The Plain

+ Frideswide

Future?

Cycle tracks

High flow 
shared 
space

Nearly car free
shared space

Materiality

Discourses

Institutionalisation

Agency

Inspired from Arenas of Development (AoD) Valderrama Pineda & Jørgensen 2015



Chronology

201520142013

Key Documents

The Plain cycling 
improvement 
scheme approved 
2014/03

Cyclox Oxford 
Vision released 
2014/04

Key Events

The Plain works 
start 2015/01-05

2012

2010

Cycle City 
Ambition Grant
guidance released 
2013/02

The Plain bid
2013/04

National gov’t announces
£42m investment in cycling (bid 
max. £10/head/year) 2013/01

Other Artefacts

Sustrans
Handbook for 
cycle-friendly 
design 2014/04

2008

Design w. 2-lane 
approach settles (Annex 
3) 2013/11

CTC Proposal 
2013/11

Cyclox hybrid
proposal 2013/11

Initial design w. 
one-lane approach 
2013/04

Final detailed 
design w. painted 
cycle lane 2014/10

Cyclox “Redesign 
is Wasteful” 
2014/07

Two-Wheels-
Good “More 
dangerous for 
cyclists” 2013/09

Media



“And then it does come back to impact on traffic as well.  If cyclists were 
fully segregated and have proper priority across the side roads, then 
clearly vehicles will be giving way every time a cyclist came across, and 
there were a lot of cyclists and that would cause catastrophic delays to 
traffic.” 

(Officer#1 0:30, ‘catastrophic delay’ was used twice during the 
interview)

Cannot impact buses
Delays would be ‘catastrophic’

If cyclists were fully segregated and have proper priority across the side 
roads, then clearly vehicles will be giving way every time a cyclist came 
across, and there were a lot of cyclists and that would cause catastrophic 
delays to traffic
(Officer)



“So if you're trying to shift the maximum number of people in the smallest 
amount of space, you can't really beat a double-decker bus.  If you took 
70 cyclists, that would take up a lot more space than a double-decker bus”

(Officer)

Cannot impact buses
They are the most efficient



Thank you!



Transforming Transport


